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Abstract 
 

This paper presents a proposal for transmitting and recovering images using Multiple Description 

Coding (MDC) techniques over unreliable multiple links in a mesh network, while using network 

coding technique to add protection paths. In pure MDC, the loss of one or two descriptions degrades 

the received image quality. In the proposed technique, the protection paths ensure that all the 

descriptions are received even when one or two descriptions are lost, but at the expense of additional 

links and data bandwidth. A comparative evaluation based on simulation is presented. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

           Multiple Description Coding ( MDC ) is a source coding technique where the source is encoded 

into two or more descriptions. There is a conflict between the fact that networks are error-prone and the 

need for accurate data transmission [1].  Multiple descriptions coding (MDC) is used to increase the 

quality of images over networks when links are unreliable [2]. It has the capability of forming self 

decodable data packets called "descriptions” [2]. If there is packet loss, the decoder uses the received 

descriptions to estimate the lost data. In the case of full packet reception, higher quality could be 

guaranteed [3]. The recent boom in multimedia applications triggered the interest in multiple 

descriptions; also the transmitting of high quality data is not a commodity but rendered a crucial issue, 

such as a large image block or speech block. The main goal is how can one achieve the best image 

quality over unreliable links or error-prone networks?. we merge the network coding and MDC as 

proposed method to reconstruct the image with higher quality than classical methods such as 

interpolation or estimation. Also the network coding protects the transmission of the MDC data. 

Network coding is a strong instrument that has been utilized to enhance the quality and the 

performance of communication networks, it gives the advantage of energy saving, enhanced security 

and decreased delay [4]. Network coding encodes/decodes the packets using XOR operations [4]. In 

order to deploy a reliable networking strategy, the transmitted data must be protected over unreliable 

links. The sender is able to combine their data into a single extra path (protection path) that is used to 

protect all data on the working paths carrying data from all sources. Old solutions provided backup 

paths to retrieve the lost data [5], [6]. The mesh network depicted in Fig.1 is the chosen network. It is 

composed of one sender, multiple links and one terminal. The K parameter in network equals the 

number of descriptions (links) which is determined by sub-sampling method. Also the R parameter 

equals the data rate.  

          This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the related works. Section 3 

discusses the sub-sampling methods. We discuss the image recovery against single lost description in 

section 4.  Section 5 presents the image recovery against two lost descriptions. Section 6 discusses the 

simulation results and the paper is concluded in section 7. 

 
Fig. 1. Mesh Network 
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2. The Related Work 

 
          In [7], the authors used the orthogonal and quincunx subsampling and JPEG2000 with directional 

lifting-based transform and their results are compared with the bicubic and texture orientation 

interpolation. 

          In [8], the author used the polyphase subsampling with JPEG standard to encode the descriptions.  

He discussed the Wyner-Ziv transcoding and his results are compared with the bilinear interpolation. 

          In [4] [9], the authors have proposed employing the network coding technique in order to protect 

against single and multiple link failures, in a manner that achieves both agility and resource efficiency. 

 

3. The Sub sampling methods 

 
          The sub-images or descriptions of image are created using the quincunx and poly-phase sub-

sampling as in Fig. 2. The Quincunx sub-sampling divides the image into two descriptions as in Fig. 

2(a) while the Poly-phase sub sampling divides the image into four descriptions as in Fig. 2 (b) [8].  

The sub-images are encoded by baseline JPEG standard at certain quality factor. To prevent the 

original quality of image, we do not perform pre-filtering before poly-phase sub-sampling. 

Alternatively, smoothing kernels are applied at decoding operations [8]. 

 

 
                        a) Quincunx Sub-sampling                       b) Poly-phase Sub-sampling 

Fig. 2. The sub-sampling methods. 

4. Image Recovery against Single Lost Description 

 
4.1. The Classical MDC Based Bilinear Interpolation (MDC+BI) 

 
           We create the descriptions of image using Quincunx Sub sampling as in Fig. 2. The traditional 

way of MDC with two descriptions, two side decoders and one central decoder is illustrated in Fig. 3.  

An input X is compressed by MDC into two descriptions of rates R1 and R2.  The central decoder 

retrieves the image at distortion D0 if both R1 and R2 are received. But if either one is lost, the side 

decoder can still reconstruct the image at a higher distortion D1 or D2 [7].  In case of single failure (i.e. 

single lost description), the image interpolation techniques are used to estimate the lost pixels. Bilinear 

interpolation considers the closest 2x2 neighborhood of known pixel values surrounding the unknown 

pixel.  It then takes a weighted average of these 4 pixels to arrive at its final interpolated value. 

 

Fig. 3. Typical scenario of MDC with two descriptions and three decoders. 
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4.2. The Proposed MDC Based Network Coding (MDC+NC) 

 
          To decrease the distortion in central decoder when one of the descriptions is lost, we propose a 

method that can increase the quality of reconstruction and recover the lost data. We compress the 

image X using MDC and apply XOR operation on both compressed descriptions to deliver the data to 

the central decoder, if one of the descriptions is lost, the central decoder can recover the lost description 

via the protected path as in Equations 1, 2. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.The proposed (MDC+NC) with two descriptions and three decoders. 

 

4.2.1. Encoding Operations 

 

          The encoded operation of the proposed method against single lost description can be done as 

follows: 

• The sender creates the descriptions and encodes each description using baseline JPEG 

standard with desired quality factor and assigns the descriptions to working paths (links). 

• The protection path is achieved by bit-wise operation. 

 

4.2.2. Decoding Operations 

 

          The decoding operations are analogous to the encoding operations. The terminal node (receiver) 

will receive the data from all working and protection paths and will do the decoding operations. In the 

case of single failure, there are the following possibilities: 

• If the failed path is a working path, then the terminal node must query all other nodes in order 

to recover the failed data. 

• If the failed path is the protection path, then no need to perform any action, since protected 

path is used for protection and does not have any valued data. 

 

5. Image Recovery against Two Lost Descriptions 

 
5.1. The Classical MDC Based Bilinear Interpolation (MDC+BI) 

 
           The traditional way of MDC with four descriptions and one central decoder is illustrated in Fig. 

3. An input image X is compressed by MDC into four descriptions of rates R1, R2, R3 and R4. The 

central decoder retrieves the image at less distortion if R1, R2, R3 and R4 are received. In case of two 
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failures (i.e. two lost descriptions), the image interpolation techniques are used to estimate the lost 

pixels at central decoder by neighboring pixels [7]. 

 

Fig. 5.  Typical scenario of MDC with four descriptions and one central decoder  (receiver). 

 
5.2. The Proposed MDC Based Network Coding (MDC+NC) 

 
         The multiple links failures are found in some networks, so we will discuss the image recovery 

against two link failures with four connections. There are four links that carry the compressed data and 

two links carry the protected data. The location of failures is known and all operations are performed 

over finite field {0, 1}. 

 

 
Fig. 6.The proposed (MDC+NC) with four descriptions and one central decoder (receiver). 

 

          In the below scheme, there are four links carry the compressed data R1,R2,R3 and R4 and two 

links carry the protected data y1 and y2 . The two links are fixed and they are not chosen alternatively 

among the four links. In case of two link failure with polyphase sub sampling, the below scheme 

describes the model as follow: 

 
All yj are defined as: 

                                                

 

                                                                    (3) 
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          The coefficients are chosen over a finite field Fq with q > n - 2. One way to choose these 

coefficients is by using the follow two vectors.   

 
          We will provide two backup paths to protect against two disjoint links, which might experience 

failures. These two protection paths can be chosen using network provisioning. The protection paths 

are fixed for all Blocks. In the case of two failures, the central decoder will be able to solve two linearly 

independent equations in two unknown variables. For instance, assume the two failures occur in paths 

description one and two. Then the central decoder will be able to construct two equations with 

coefficients. 

 
Therefore, we have 

                                         R1 + R2 = 0                                                                                     (4) 

                                         R1 +αR2 = 0                                                                                    (5) 

One can multiply the first equation by alpha and subtract the two equations to obtain value of R2. 

 
5.2.1. Encoding Operations 

 
          The encoded operation of the proposed method against two link failures can be done for each 

block as follows:  

• The sender creates the descriptions and encodes each description using baseline JPEG 

standard with desired quality factor and assigns the descriptions to working paths (links). 

• The protection paths are done by linear operation of sources coefficients which is the fastest 

arithmetic operation that can be performed among all sources data. 

 

5.2.2. Decoding Operations 

 
          The decoding operation is analogous to the encoding operation. The terminal node will receive 

the data from all working and protection paths and will do the decoding operations. The objective of 

the decoding and recovery process is to withhold rerouting the signals or the transmitted packets due to 

link failures. In the case of two link failures, there are the following possibilities:  

• If the failed paths are the protection paths, then no need to perform any action, since protected 

paths are used for protection and does not have any valued data. 

• If the two link failures occur in two working paths, then in this case the two protection paths 

are used to recover the lost data. The idea of recovery in this case is to build a system of two 

equations with two unknown variables. 

• If the two link failures occur in one protection path and one working path, then recovery 

operations are required. The receiver must recover its data using one of the protection paths. 

 

6. Simulation Results 

 
          Experiments are conducted and the results are presented in this section to evaluate the 

performance of the proposed and classical methods. The implementation is integrated into JPEG 

standard coding using the matlab R2008a. We show the results of quincunx and polyphase subsampling 

with classical MDC based bilinear interpolation and proposed MDC based network coding. Firstly, the 

descriptions are created, and then we encode each description using the baseline JPEG standard with 

different quality factors. The sender combines their data into extra paths called protection paths that is 

used to protect all data on the working paths carrying data from all sources. To prevent blocking 

artifacts at low rate R, the pixels of the received descriptions are smoothed using the filter kernel.  
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          Three JPEG test images (Lena, bird and Baboon) of the resolution 256*256 are used in our 

experiments. After the descriptions are received, we reconstruct the image from the received 

descriptions with one or two lost description using MDC based bilinear interpolation and proposed 

MDC based Network Coding. The proposed ( MDC+NC ) is able to recover the lost data exactly, so the 

results of the proposed (MDC+NC) method equals to MDC without failure. In the classical method, the 

bilinear interpolation uses the four neighboring pixels with weighted average to estimate the missed 

pixels. 

 

   
(a)  Lena                           (b) baboon                           c) bird 

Fig. 7.  Three test images. 

 

           In table 1 and table 2, we compare the results of our experiments on test images using quincunx 

subsampling and polyphase subsampling. We found that the proposed method (MDC+NC) improves 

the quality of image reconstruction rather than the classical method MDC based bilinear interpolation 

(MDC+BI). The values in table 1 and table 2 are PSNR against different quality factors {15, 25, 35, 45, 

55, 65, 75, 85}. 

Table 1 

PSNR values of image reconstruction at receiver with single lost description using classical and 

proposed method and quincunx subsampling. 

 

PSNR (dB) Quincunx Subsampling 

Quality Factor   15          25           35          45           55           65          75         85  

Classical (MDC+BI) - Lena  31.27    31.77     32.07      32.36     32.60      32.84     33.27     34.00 

Proposed (MDC+NC)- Lena  31.38    32.08     32.62      33.14     33.66      34.34     35.65     38.39 

Classical (MDC+BI) – baboon  30.86    31.39     31.76      31.98     32.24      32.55     32.98     33.57 

Proposed (MDC+NC) -baboon  31.03    31.81     32.40      32.91     33.51      34.33     35.70     38.33 

Classical (MDC+BI) - bird  33.23    34.17     34.82      35.27     35.61      36.00     36.65     37.44 

Proposed (MDC+NC) - bird  33.26    34.33     35.14      35.79     36.33      37.02     38.27     40.50 

 

Table 2 

PSNR values of image reconstruction at receiver with two lost descriptions using classical and 

proposed method and polyphase subsampling. 

 

PSNR (dB) Polyphase Subsampling 

Quality Factor   15          25           35          45           55           65          75         85  

Classical (MDC+BI) - Lena  30.50     30.81     31.00     31.19     31.30      31.46     31.66     31.88   

Proposed (MDC+NC)- Lena  30.58     31.01     31.25     31.52     31.72      31.96     32.28     32.67 

Classical (MDC+BI) – baboon  30.16     30.48     30.70     30.83     31.05      31.24     31.45     31.74 

Proposed (MDC+NC) -baboon  30.25     30.59     30.88     31.14     31.42      31.77     32.15     32.63 

Classical (MDC+BI) - bird  31.96     32.57     32.86     33.15     33.46      33.71      34.14    34.58 

Proposed (MDC+NC) - bird  32.10     32.67     33.03     33.46     33.80      34.23      34.87    35.61 
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                    (a) Original                          (b) MDC+BI, PSNR=28.70      (c) MDC+NC, PSNR=31.87 

Fig. 8.  Subjective visually reconstructed Lena image with quality factor 50 and quincunx subsampling. 

 

           
                    (a) Original                          (b) MDC+BI, PSNR=30.81      (c) MDC+NC, PSNR=31.01 

Fig. 9.  Subjective visually reconstructed Lena image with quality factor 25 with polyphase sub 

sampling and two lost descriptions. 

 

 
Fig. 10.  PSNR vs. Quality factors of image reconstruction using the proposed (MDC+NC) and the 

classical (MDC+BI) against single lost description using Quincunx subsampling. 
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Fig. 11.  PSNR vs. Quality factors of image reconstruction using the proposed (MDC+NC) and the 

classical (MDC+BI) against two lost descriptions using polyphase subsampling. 

 

7. Conclusion 

 
          We introduced a proposed method called multiple descriptions coding based network coding 

(MDC+NC) against single and two lost descriptions. The proposed method outperforms better quality 

image reconstruction rather than other existing methods. We use the bilinear interpolation in classical 

method to estimate the lost descriptions. Our proposed method is useful in medical applications when 

the quality of image is important. This method has disadvantage because of the cost of additional links. 

Furthermore, one can use this method to encode and decode the descriptions with different factors, 

rates and network models. We plan to investigate this method on JPEG 2000 and video coding to 

improve the quality of videos and reduce delay at receivers. Also, we will discuss the proposed method 

(MDC+NC) against multiple lost descriptions. In a future research, the network coding will be applied 

on different networks to recover the data and overcome the problems of delay that produced from 

routing and retransmission mechanics. 
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